
Field of Dreams 
 
 
Introduction 
 
At our first meeting Keith told me, “ You guys see this course as being one level better, I 
see many levels better”…. After growing grass better and cutting down some trees, I 
think we are a couple levels better already. After one day with Keith reshaping the 
course, I start to see the extra levels that he is talking about… This is what I saw, thought 
and learned… 
 
Cast of Characters 
 
Keith Foster-Golf Course architect 
Steve- Steve Beberman, SPGC 
Dr. Robert Grant- Secretary/Club Captain, Board of Directors SPGC 
Me- Greg Hansen SPGC 
Rich- Rich Raymond GCS SPGC 
Rob- Rob Gick Head Pro SPGC 
Juan- Juan Trenado-Shaper TDI Construction 
Adam- Adam Francis-Foreman TDI Construction 
 
 
Friday August 31, 2012   8:22 PM   
 
Dr. Robert Grant announces the restoration/renovation is approved by a vote of 85-29. 
 
Thursday   September 6, 2012   9:10 AM 
 
Steve and I meet Keith on the 16th tee…. After some concern about the crew size and 2 
half days of rain, we head over to the 14th fairway…. The first fairway bunker on the left 
has been moved and roughed out…With what will become a recurring theme…after they 
do work I can’t remember where the bunker/tee was or what it looked like… Recurring 
theme #2, before anything is moved or set up Keith wants to know where the water is 
going and how we will keep it out of the bunkers or off the greens and tees…. The first 
fairway bunker has been pushed up the hill out of the drainage line and slightly into the 
fairway… Keith and Rob assess the depth as Keith doesn’t want you to be able to hit a 
200 yard hybrid out of it, a 5 iron at most… Next bunker on left, is also pushed further 
into the fairway but he wants you to be able to reach the green from this one… fairway 
being pushed to the right, closer to the 15th green… Keith never seems more at home than 
when he has a can of spray paint in his hand, putting lines on the ground… 
 
Thursday September 6, 2012   5:00 PM 
 
Steve and I meet Keith on the 14th and, for the first of many times, I’m struck by how 
great this is all going to be,…He has moved the left greenside bunker further from the 



road, wrapped it around the front left of the green, and seemingly put the bunkers under 
the green….the left side of the fairway is canted toward the left bunker… go ahead and 
try and run it up to the green…the right side bunker floors are raised and also tucked 
under the green… this is another recurring theme, and I wonder if he just gets a feel for 
the terrain, sees how things fit together and plans on continuing that throughout the 
course…the greens seem to just sit up…  
 
We go behind the 14th green and start discussing the 15th tee… I was certain we shouldn’t 
do this in 2 stages, and after watching Keith design the flow from the green to the tee I 
realize that we would never capture this design if we came in to do the tees a year 
later…I’m also thinking Keith would put the blue tees in the middle of Middle Neck 
Road if he could…. Another recurring theme, take a hard hole and make it harder… 
We’ve only placed 1 set of blue tees and already I see you are going to have to carve a tee 
shot from the blue tees, in this case a fade…White tees get centered so you can hit a 
variety of shots and still hit the fairway…. Fairway gets shifted to the left 10 feet… they 
do this by “flipping sod” which means they cut out 10 feet of the fairway sod on the right 
side, carry it to the left side where they cut out 10 feet of rough… put the fairway sod in 
on the left side and replace the rough sod on the right side where the fairway used to be… 
the fairway has just been shifted 10 feet to the left… Like cut and paste in Microsoft 
Word… 
 



 



 
 
Friday September 7, 2012   1:15PM 
 
In a story that would take too long to tell, and you wouldn’t believe it anyway, suffice it 
say we chose bunker sand… 70%  Tukahoe buff and 30% quartzite… if it proves to need 



more drainage we can add more Tukahoe and if it needs firmness we can add more 
quartzite 
 
Saturday    September 8, 2012    1:45PM 
 
The shaper is the key to a lot of this…. Juan is the shaper from TDI…. He arrived this 
morning….I first saw Juan in action, shaping the bunker on the right side of the 14th 
green with a bulldozer….they rough out the shape with a bull dozer, refine with a skid 
steer and finally fine tune with shovel and rake…. I want to drive both of those before 
they leave…. Adam and Rich tell me I will get my chance in the middle of the driving 
range, where I can’t do any damage…Meanwhile Juan is packing the greenside face of 
the right front bunker on 14 with the bull dozer, riding it up the face, balancing on the lip 
with half the dozer hovering over the green and then backing down, he does this time 
after time with perfect feel (the tracks come within a foot of the green, but never 
closer)….pretty sure I’m not ready for that… I later watch Juan shape the ground around 
the 15th tee, moving inches of soil with a bull dozer, like a pastry chief putting icing on a 
chocolate cake…. 
 
 
Wednesday  September 13, 2012   10AM 
 
One of the trees behind 15th green has to come down, both wouldn’t be bad, but we leave 
the one that may provide protection from the 14th tee… 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Thursday   September  14,  2012  10AM and 4PM 
 
 
We meet Keith early to discuss what has been done… The bunker between 14th fairway 
and 15th green is enlarged, the 14th fairway moves right and that bunker becomes in play.. 
I ask Keith why there isn’t one big bunker on the right side of 15 and he asked if I saw 
that spine coming out of the 14th fairway, running through the rough and between the 2 
bunkers… Of course I hadn’t but after he shows it to me, I start to see another recurring 
theme, which is to let the natural terrains of the land run, and now when I walk down 14, 
I see the spine run from the fairway all the way to the 15th green…. 
Also, not surprisingly, he seems to be tucking the 15th bunkers under the green and the 
green pad seems to be just sticking up in the air…We are expanding most greens but 
when they are seemingly pushed up like this they seem to be smaller targets… Also one 
of the coolest contrasts is the green grass of the putting surface and the completely 
stripped green surrounds… the brown and green contrast is really striking… the sod crew 
comes through and that quickly disappears.. 
The blue tees on 16 are pushed back and I start wondering if I can get the ball past the 
corner…Keith wants to push it back further but Robbie says it’s hard enough, or so the 
story goes and goes…. Tees also lowered to ground level and flow from green to tee 
seems to fit perfectly…From the blues it’s 275 to carry the bunker on the right and 240 to 
reach the near side… It has been pushed right and closer to the green, the fairway has 
been moved closer to the tees and shifted 10 feet to the right… Lowering and flattening 
everything seems to produce more space, contrary to the mounding theory of the 
1960’s…. 
There were 3 bunkers on the right side of the 16th green… the furthest from the green is 
now jutting out into the fairway, and the other 2 tucked up into the green… The 3 on the 
right seem to be stacked, the bunker on the left is shifted forward and the floor is lowered 
a foot or 2..You can see the bunkers on the right side of the green from the tee.. 
I think 14/15 and 16 are important and difficult part of course, they just became more 
difficult and more important…. There seems to be more space between the 16th green and 
12th tee, but he moved the tee closer to the green…. 
 
Keith outlines a narrower and deeper 11th green, puts bunker in on left and right, again 
seemingly under the green, and enlarges the bunker in front… run up area is enlarged and 
leveled…first fairway bunker on left is pushed further left, second bunker pulled in to the 
left side of the fairway….if you are a long hitter, dalai lama ish long, you are going to 
have to be exact with the tee shot…. Native grass to the right, bunker left center, those 
bumps on the right will be gone and inaccurate shot will kick into bunker.. 
 



 
 
Friday September  28, 2012    4:05PM 
 
First set back….Rich measures today’s rainfall at 5 inches and approximately 5.5 million 
gallons of water…. To put that in context, we would plan to pump 11-13 million gallons 
in a normal year, this year we have pumped 18 million… we got 1/3 of what we used this 
year in 7 hours…TDI predicts it will set us back 2 days repairing mudslide, sod slide and 
flooding damage.. They had stripped the 12th green and bunkers, a bad time for rain when 
you’ve stripped one of the low spots on the course…it’s a mess… 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 
Sunday  September 30, 2012    11:00AM 
 
TDI has been working all weekend, started on 11th hole fairway bunker and greens while 
we wait for 12th green, 13th tee and 16th fairway bunker to drain….Repair work started on 
14th green, 15th tee and 15th green…. 
 
 
Wednesday   October 3, 2012     1:05 PM 
 
Back in full swing…. 12 tee sodded, 16 green sodded, 11 green being expanded, still 
drying out 12th green…. More rain late today… 
 



 
Friday   October 5, 2012     2:15PM 
 
Keith was here yesterday afternoon and this morning…. Fine tuning 12th green, 13th tee 
which now sports a black tee which would lengthen the hole to 440, 11th fairway bunkers 
and green and started outlining 17th tee/green, 18th tee… 
During the week the tulip and pine on the left side of the 13th tee were taken down and all 
the trees/shrubs around the pump house… The big pin oak, back right of the 12th green, 
has been saved and the canopy raised on that and the surrounding trees.. looks like that 
great specimen might stay…. The falling of those trees has really opened up the center 
acreage of the course…. It looks like a much bigger piece of land now… 
How many more levels higher can the course be taken… Last year you coasted on the 
back side until 14/15 and 16…. Now 11 is a much more difficult hole.. 12 and 13 seem to 
be growing teeth… So from the blue tees 11-16 now are a greater challenge and as 
promised from the white tees golfers will have a “fair and favorable experience”… I’m 
sure 17 and 18 will follow suit… they seem to moving towards 18, 1 and 2…. I know we 
should just focus on the holes we are currently digging, but the most asked question 
remains, “what are you going to do with 2?”…. we’re a couple of weeks from finding 
out… 
 



 
 
 
Wednesday   October 10, 2012    10:15AM 
 
Standing on the second tee in driving rain, after another  10-11 hours of steady rain… 
The good news is the new drainage added in bunkers and low spots seems to be working 
well, the bad news is this weather pattern is making it hard to keep the pace up and we 
are lagging behind....not sure if the lost time can be made up…. 
 
Is Keith perplexed (unhappy to have to fix what he considers someone else’s mistake) by 
the 2nd hole and I keep watching him, waiting for a smile or something to tell me he 
envisions it….no white smoke yet from the chimney… 
12th green, 13th tee are sodded… irrigation in on the 11th green and fairway bunker, 
waiting for sod….17th  tees set… Bunkers on 17 pushed under the green and raised, you 
will see sand in both bunkers, from the tees… more native going in … really hard to tell 
where the old 17th tee was and what did they do with all that soil….cart path goes along 
the fence behind the 17th tee and then cuts in towards the green..  18th blue tee position 
gets finalized… I think 540 from the blues… 490-465 from the whites… 
The transition from the 12th green to the 13th tee seems to be his best work so far, aided 
by the removal of all trees in the area.. Of course I think every time there is a new 
transition I think that is the best one so far, hoping that continues all the way to the end… 



1st green was going to be expanded towards 17, but with new blue tee on 18 it will 
actually be expanded the other way, some trees may stay behind 1 providing some 
protection from 18th blue tee…. 
I think I saw Keith smile, the rain is stopping and we’re on the 2nd tee again….a couple of 
problems with the hole… 6 inch water main giving land forms unnatural flows… stick a 
big pin half way between the 2nd tee and 2nd green, so when you move the tee to the right, 
the green moves to the left… a small adjustment, but all of a sudden I can see it fitting the 
topography better, clearly Keith does… another one of those moments where after he 
tells us something it becomes clear… 17 of our greens are original push up greens, the 
2nd is a USGA design which basically means the substructure under the green is different 
(so is the grass).. like putting the same mattress on 2 different box springs, the feel will 
never be the same.. we will get it as close as we can… Why was it built it this way?? I 
don’t know…. We will keep the sod the same as it is slowly gaining poa annua  and 
becoming closer to what exists everywhere else… If that process proves to be too slow 
we can grow more consistent sod in the nursery and re-sod at a later date… 
 
 
 
Wednesday October 10. 2012  5:15 
 
Revisit with Keith and he seems very pleased with everything except the weather pattern, 
hoping for sun and a lot of wind… Amazing how much work they got done, in what can 
only be considered slop… Also amazing how slippery slop can be, not much different 
than glare ice.. 
This afternoon Keith has spent time on 3 and 4 with Robbie and Steve.. 2nd hole seems to 
becoming clearer to him, did he say it will be great?? Transition between 1 and 2 will be 
a major improvement.... 3 will be great,  lack of space to improve 4 continues to be a 
problem… but he’ll come up with something….Steve has negotiated use of some of the 
land to left of 3rd green… Steve has negotiated everything and has the most difficult job 
of all of us, I get to just show up and walk around with Adam and Keith.. Steve has 
homework when he’s done, making sure bills are correct and making sure we stay under 
budget, after figuring out everything that’s needed and what it should cost…That is the 
real hard work of all of this… the fence will come down all along the 3rd hole… 
 
 
Saturday October 14, 2012   2:10PM 
 
 
I offer to get Adam a NY Jets knit hat to replace his Green Bay Packers hat, he turns 
down the offer, but he will root for the Jets vs Colts this week… By his calculations 
without any major disruptions, we could finish on December 19th.. When we get the 17 
tee and green irrigated and sodded we will be 1/3rd of the way through, which is a 
milestone he seems to be happy with…. Let’s hope… 
 
Wednesday October 17, 2012    10:30AM 
 



17th green being sodded, 17 tee and surrounds being sodded…. 11th Right side fairway 
bunker fine tuned, mounds flattened (they were actually boulders covered with soil) 
native grass moved closer to fairway on right side… left side completed, native grasses 
creep in on left side as well… short holes don’t have to be easy, 11th now my new 
favorite hole, although I tend to be that way with each new hole.. I sign the first 3 work 
orders of the project… 18 blue tee position gets finalized…. What do we do with that tree 
on the left side of 17 green… guess we can leave it and see how much it comes into 
play… 18 is a 3 shot hole from the blues… I’ll meet Keith and Adam back on the 2nd 
green around 5 pm to see what his thoughts are for # 2… Construction scope and size 
running slightly under plan, we’re using more gravel as we have decided to increase 
bunker drainage size, seems like money well spent….  
 
Wednesday October 17, 2012    4:15PM 
 
Keith and I tour the work done so far, some sod on 15 green needs to be replaced… 
Starting to mow some of the new sod..17 sodded, right side of 11 almost done… first 
green narrowed and lengthened into the back right… this will be the 4th iteration of the 
second hole in my 20 + years at the club… I’ve heard the term “pitch and putt” tossed 
around… The transition to 2nd tee will include filling in the valley, lower the tees a foot, 
moving them to the right 10 feet… blues and whites on the same tee box and red and gold 
on the front tee box… gentle mounding in front of the cart path, with native to hide the 
path from the view of the tee… the right ¼ of the green is torn up and added to the left 
side… overall green size will increase 1500 square feet…this involves adding a gravel 
base, using more green mix that we had planned for…right bunker gets pushed up under 
green and wraps around the front 1/3-1/2… some sand visible from the tee… right rear 
bunker is eliminated, left rear bunker raised and comes closer to the green, also extends 
to cover the rear of the new left side of the green… left side raised and pushed under 
green.. sand visible from tee… repositioned tee and green seem to fit the space better… 
 
Thursday  October 18, 2012     2:30PM 
 
Adam pushing hard to get much of 1st green sodded, bunkers sanded… 11th fairway is 
done.. construction of 2nd green addition under way… a lot of activity focused on 
preparing sight for potential heavy rain tomorrow and limiting damage… temporary 
drainage areas set up for construction areas that can’t be closed up before the rain.. 
Psychologically it seems to be a big move to cross the path/road between 17 and 18 and 
start work on the front side…. 
 



 
Wednesday  October 24, 2012    9:10AM 
 
Keith was scheduled for Thursday but Adam had gone as far as he could and got him 
here a day early to tackle the 2nd hole…  
Adam has cleared out most of the noise in front of the green… they cut the right side of 
the green and extended the left… green is 500 square feet bigger… 
It’s crunch time and Keith sees it… The tee struggles as 2 separate tees and as much as 
Keith prefers separate tees, 1 bigger tee simply fits the land better and so it is… lowered, 
centered… cart path pulled closer to the tee and pushed up closer to the fence, hidden by 
the slope of the land…. Transition from tee to green is leveled and native grasses added 
to the right and left sides…. Everyone seems to sense the importance of the day… Juan 
has some ideas as well…. The tension is palpable, different than the normal workplace 
tension.. 
 
Wednesday  October 24, 2012    4:00PM 
 
Still 2nd hole..Right front bunker tucked in front of green.. small fairway left center of 
green.. bunker left side near front, left rear bunker… thoughts about a small penal pot 
bunker back right are discussed and discarded…. There is one very tough pin placement 
back right…bunkers can’t be any deeper due to drainage… I’m really starting to see the 
water flows… Adam leaving for 5 days so what has been the busiest earth moving day 
takes place as they want to get this shaped and approved before he leaves…. 



Keith and Adam clearly see what this will be, I can’t see it until the grass is planted.. 
Keith says the hole is “safely better”…. Adam thinks the old hole looked like it was 
brand new and just stuck in, he thinks this looks like it has always been here…. Because 
the 2nd hole has been the lightning rod, this has been a critical day, a lot of plans/thoughts 
hashed out, a lot of earth moved and then removed…. It’s dark as I turn to leave, the bull 
dozer and skid steer are still fine tuning with the headlights and back up lights on… 
workers crossing the first fairway with shovels over their shoulders… very surreal 
sight… very important and busy days work is done… I still need to see the grass and 
sand…. 
 

 
 
Thursday October 25,  2012    2:15PM 
 
I tour everything that’s been done and everything seems to be filling in and growing.. 
The 3rd tees are being repositioned…. The blue tee gets tucked behind a mound to the left 
of 2nd green and the whites pushed up and left…. Cart path goes front left of tee across a 
natural bridge through the low lying area… that will be another work order… 
They have started to take the fence down along 3… Cleared out from green to fairway 
bunker and it could be the most startling change…. Agreement with neighbor over use of 
some their land may have fallen apart at last minute, would be great help if we get it, 
won’t kill us if we don’t….  The fence is down the whole length of 3, clearly the most 
bang for our buck… 
 



Monday October 29,  2012     8:15PM 
 
“Sandy the fireworks are hailin’ over Little Eden tonight”…. I don’t think Bruce had any 
idea when he wrote those lyrics, that 40 years later Hurricane Sandy would make a left 
turn and hit Asbury Park head on… It would combine with a huge cold front and form 
Superstorm Sandy, the largest storm to hit the NY metro area, maybe in history….. High 
tides covered lower Manhattan and any low lying coastal area… Hurricane force winds 
took down 25% of cell phone towers…Power could take a week to get back… Manhattan 
blacked out below 30th street… No way Keith will get here by Thursday 
 
Thursday November 1, 2012       11:45 AM 
 
Juan has spent the last 2 days working on the bunkers around 3rd green, 3rd fairway 
bunkers are done… 3rd fairway narrowed and pushed to the right…no longer have to 
carry that cross bunker, hole is in better alignment…they leveled the huge mound 
between the 3rd and 5th greens and now there seems to be added space, it no longer feels 
like the 2 greens are on top of each other.. We lost or had 17 trees damaged, some big but 
none critical to our plan.. only had 2 inches of rain and our new drainage areas faired 
well…. All in all, SPGC faired much better than our neighbors..  Power still out, the 
entire peninsula is dark…. No power, can’t pump water, can’t water sod, can’t lay 
sod…They won’t be able to cut sod until Sunday anyway, so maybe we will get power 
back by then… No more gasoline shipments, apparently it comes by barge, all those areas 
need to be pumped out and power restored… It’s going to be worse than the gasoline 
rationing of the mid 70’s… irrigation guys working on the 3rd green as well…it’s also 
pretty cold…. Want some good news?? TDI’s equipment works on diesel not gas, and for 
the time being we are getting diesel deliveries…Hopefully Keith can come on Tuesday, 
and we can get back the rhythm we had before what will prove to have been a 
catastrophic storm…. 
 



 
 
Sunday  November 4, 2012   1:05PM 
 
Power on at the club, most of town still out… we can water the new sod 
 
Tuesday  November 8, 2012   7:00AM 
 
Election Day… Still no power in town..club still on… Keith is here and this could be an 
incredibly busy 2 days… Nor’easter expected Wednesday night… TDI has pushed 
forward and Keith will have at least 12  bunkers, 2 greens, 2 sets of tees to approve or 
adjust and approve… Meeting Keith at 9 AM… storm problems could cause shortage of 
gravel and sand deliveries… overturned truck on hurricane day in our parking lot, 
dropped the quartzite on top of mixed sand rendering basically useless… Adam has 
ordered 2 loads of sod for today and another 2 loads for tomorrow… that would be a lot 
of sod if we can get it all installed…. 
 
 
Tuesday November 6, 2012     9:00AM 
 
New bunker of left side of 1st fairway… Fairway in general gets pushed to the right and 
from 150 yards and in, fairway really swings to the right… a recurring theme, new 
greenside bunkers show how much uphill some holes are, this one included.. I have no 
idea why I never noticed the upslopes to many greens.. a misspent youth no doubt.. 



fairway bunkers on the 3rd hole are fine tuned and approved…. Did you know you could 
see the water through the trees on the left side of 3??  Fairway narrowed and pushed 
closer to the first hole and away from the left side… A fairer test of golf from the white 
tees, than we used to have.. Again it’s uphill into this green.. we are going to lower the 
fairway on rightside in front of bunker so you can see some sand.. Cart path goes left 
sitting right on the property line and cuts in back of 4th tee and behind  new native 
covered mound in back left corner of green… Still huge space between 3 and 5 greens.. 
fine tuning going on… 4th tees being pushed over to property line.. trying to change angle 
of attack and protect reconstructed house built along 4th fairway landing area.. bunker put 
down left side, fairway shifted right… slope of fairway from right to left will be 
softened.. lost a few trees between 4 & 5, more will come down… bunkers around 4 are 
being roughed out.. pulled down a little more in front… He has an idea for the 4th green, I 
probably need to see it sodded to explain it, but suffice it to say you won’t be running the 
ball up on to 4th green…. back left 10 feet of green are being taken, apparently considered 
a bench, useless green space…. More space from the road, cart path will go up right side 
of hill, not out in front of 5th tee.. lost some trees between 5th tee and 4th green… 5 and 7 
tees will be lower but ideally would like to  move 5th tees to right and lower..  7th tees to 
the right and maybe back up into the hill…. This all sounds very interesting as Keith 
needs to take down the tees, fill in some holes and then play with each potential tee 
placements…could be a new amen corner… 5th fairway being pushed further to left…. 
Fairway bunker on left pushed up and further left…. Bunkers on right are history… have 
to get things carved out to see what protection we can get from guys hitting tee shots in 
5th fairway from 4th green… a “Lon Hinkle” tree may pop up front right of 4th tee if 
needed…I will say I already knew 5 was uphill… fairway swings to the right.. landing 
area in front of green reduced, green expanded back left and right…  6th tee comes closer 
to 5th tee and lowered, yet you can see fairway from white tee… toy with the idea of 
tournament tee 40 yards behind the blue tees, but just doesn’t seem to fit… 
 
Wednesday November 7, 2012  8:20AM 
 
It is cold and wind is blowing hard..… hoping to get half day of work before the 
nor’easter hits… Keith may drive home instead of fooling around with LaGuardia on a 
rainy windy day,  you never win that game… 
 
 
Sunday November 11, 2012  12:00PM 
 
Power at my house came back yesterday, 13 days without power and cable… Still 600 
houses out in Sands Point after 14 days…. A lot of power trucks in the area.. 
Weather pattern has slowed things down to the point they hope to get 15 holes done by 
mid December.. then assuming that sod can’t be cut, they will finish the last 3 holes as 
early as they can in the spring…  holes # 9,10 and 18 will be left…. I have had a couple 
of different thoughts on routing cart paths through the newly created spaces… Adam very 
nicely tells me I have no idea what I’m talking about… They didn’t create those spaces 
just to fill them up with cart paths…. Hopefully we continue to stick to our plan and let 
the experts do their jobs.. Juan is really picking up the pace and is much quicker creating 



new bunkers, slopes and space… Adam tells us, and I believe him, they will continue to 
do the same quality job they have been doing and won’t cut corners to try and get the job 
squeezed in on time… Still running just a little below or a little above budget, depending 
on how you look at it… Keith is coming on Tuesday, of course there is rain predicted for 
Tuesday morning… Starting aggressive top dressing on the tees and greens that have 
been done… Brooklyn Battery Tunnel may open tomorrow, 14 days after the storm.. the 
last tunnel into Manhattan to open. 
 
 
Tuesday November 13, 2012    9:00AM 
 
Still 260 residents without power in Sands Point/Port Washington, 16 days after the storm 
passed… We tour the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th with Keith… Lower bunkers on left and right in 
front of 4… remove nob in right side 4th fairway 120 yards from green, to give better site 
lines into the green and the right front bunker… Steve has pushed for this and he is 100% 
spot on, this will make a big difference… It’s a tremendous amount of soil that has to be 
moved, but we can probably use it to soften the right to left slope in the 4th fairway… we 
will have to move a couple of water feeder mains… humps up by the bunkers between 4 
and 5 will disappear along with those bunkers…  
5th blue being pushed past the old cart turnaround for the  7th tee….. 7th blue tee almost up 
on the 5th tee cart path, up on the the hill… pushed much further away from the road… a 
lot of tree damage from storm allows for better views from up there..toying with an L 
shaped tee for the white tees on 5 and 7…. Adam will give Keith a clean level tee base 
and Keith will create something….Start lowering the tees, again an incredible amount of  
soil… could be 8-10 feet lower… 5th fairway bunker on right eliminated with new blue 
tee.. 
6th green will look like it’s popping up into the sky.. green expansion back left and front 
between 2 bigger bunkers.. there will be an incredible pin placement up front… also nob 
left side of green on hill to be removed, another huge amount of soil, will help push the 
green up into the air… fairway being flipped to the right, no structure on that fairway 
bunker yet… We agree to meet Keith at 4PM to see plans for the coming week… Rain 
shower expected at noon… this weather pattern continues to slow shaping… once the 
ground is opened, it doesn’t seem to dry for days… 
 
 



 
Tuesday  November 13, 2012     4:00PM 
 
Reshaped behind the fourth green, more space but will be difficult to get up and down… 
cart path runs up around the hill on the right side… you no longer have to drive out in 
front of the 5th tee…  
Early read on 7th green… opening to green widened, again bunkers pushed up and under 
the green… green expansion back right… need to get tees set to finalize it… bunker right 
side of green to be reshaped…. Fairway in front of green leveled and shaped towards the 
barns… looks like there had been an old green in front of current ladies tee… I’ve walked 
it many times but never noticed until Rich and Keith start talking about it being a green 
pad… somehow maybe the tee was up at the green??  
9th green expanded in front… bunker on left side will be visible from the fairway… all 
bunkers reshaped… bunkers in front will have native grass eyebrows on the backside, 
will be visible from the fairway and will provide depth perception problems from 
fairway… It’s dark and Keith bot pizza for the TDI crew… Juan has to leave this Friday, 
new shaper coming in tomorrow… We’ll miss Juan… He’s on top of his game right now, 
the other shaper has a great reputation too, hopefully he gets up to speed asap…. 
 
 
Tuesday November 20, 2012   9:10AM 
 
Meet Keith and tour all the sodding that has been done… 3rd hole, 5th green, 6th tee all 
closed up…. Fairway bunker on left of 5 is in place, fairway shifts dramatically to the 



left… Now that the 4th green is sodded and bunkers filled, it really pops out.. 4th fairway 
moved to right, lowered 1 foot on right side, raised 6 inches on left side near new 
bunker…nob in rightside fairway lowered allowing better view of green and complete 
view of right side bunker… big maple on right needs to come down, we won’t get full 
effect until that is gone…. 5th and 7th tee complex readjusted, maybe for the last time… 
the ability to create space, another recurring theme, really never ceases to amaze me…. 
Women’s tee lowered, straightened and sloped from front to back by 1 degree.. this will 
make it easier to get the ball up onto the green as Keith sees this as being an almost unfair 
shot if we didn’t do that… 7th green almost shaped, 8th tee shaped but will be moved even 
further left.. 9th green being shaped… 9th tee, 8th green and 8th fairway propeller bunker 
being stripped… shaping running way ahead of sodding at this point, more on that to 
follow… 
9th fairway being shifted left, you can see into left greenside bunker now.. green 
expansion continues.. standing 130 yards out Keith says it’s all too flat and he will create 
shape to it all… mostly by adjusting front bunkers… 
 
 
Tuesday November 20, 2012   4:45PM 
 
We don’t meet again until it’s dark, Keith and Adam don’t want to waste a minute of 
daylight… 
We review budget, worst case scenario is right on to a little over, best case decently under 
budget.. Hard to tell as some trending numbers are real good and some aren’t.. but we 
know where we are spending more than we thought and view it as money well spent, and 
we see the trends where we are saving money and hoping they continue… Just as we are 
hopefully letting the experts do their jobs, we are also trying to make each decision by 
evaluating what it means to that particular hole and the overall job.. basically don’t cut 
corners to save money and don’t spend money on things that aren’t really needed… 
Adam and Keith have a real feel for what something costs and what difference it will 
make…  
A fair amount of time spent on schedule…. Work schedule is limited to when the sod 
farm stops cutting sod… we specifically picked a farm in Southern New Jersey for a 
couple of reasons, not the least of which is they are 2 weeks behind us in weather… We 
currently have a lot of open ground and much of that will be closed up by Monday… 
Adam leaving for a few days… he’s going to the 100th anniversary of the Grey Cup… 
He’s also excited about the off-season the Toronto Blue Jays have had… When he gets 
back we will make a concerted to leave much less ground open, in case the sod farms 
shut down… we don’t want to have things shaped and then let a northeast winter ravage 
them… It would be great if we could have the winter we had last year… 
We believe we should be fine up until December 10th… If we can get another week past 
that we should be within a few tees and fairway bunkers of being done…  if we get 2 
weeks past that, with good weather all along, we have a shot at having everything major 
done….I’m lobbying for my shot on a bulldozer at the end of the driving range, 
smoothing those mounds and pushing that soil around…. 
 
Wednesday   November 21, 2012    2:00PM 



 
Steve, Rich and I discuss native grasses… We have been sodding some, over a sand-cap 
base, we grew some last year, seeded at 15 lbs/acre and fertilized… That came in too 
thick and we have cut it this fall and treated with sand… We also tried to plant some this 
past spring at 8 lbs/acre and didn’t fertilize… that came in too thin…so we’ve got 3 
different tests going.. intuitively starting light and building up seems easier to control… 
we were originally told it takes 2-3 years to get the grasses where we want them.. that 
apparently has grown to 3-5 years… whatever it is, in the end, we want tall thin wispy 
plants, where you can find your ball and play it, the lie won’t be perfect but it should be 
playable…. We will eventually get there… the grasses around 17 and 13 last year were 
too thick and we’re working on those, the grasses behind 7 were too thin and we’re 
working on those… there will be a fair amount of native sod planted that will have to be 
worked until we get what we want… 
 
Steve and I discuss the loss of our shaper, Juan…. Steve again is spot on, as the work that 
has been done so far isn’t just Keith.. It’s a combination of Keith and Juan, and we 
struggle with how long it will take Ron, the new shaper, to get up to speed and will he 
ever be able produce Keith/Juan work… More likely he will produce Keith/Ron work 
and how different will that be from what’s already been done… Stay tuned… the weather 
looks ok for the next week to 10 days… 
 
 
Monday   November 25,  2012    1:00 PM 
 
Keith/Ron has quickly become Keith/Juan and I can no longer tell the difference.. Maybe 
I never really could… 
 
 
Wednesday    November 28,  2012  7:10 AM 
 
I’m spending the day with Ed Etchels, our agronomy consultant, and Rich …. Keith is 
also on site and Steve will spend the morning with him….  Agronomically we are in good 
shape… We are renting a roller to spend the next month rolling and top dressing the 
green expansions, new tee sod and fairway flipped sod…. Ed wants to make it clear that 
native grasses takes years to get right… the green expansions will need 2 -3 years to 
become one with the existing greens… we will not have the green speed next year that 
we will be able to achieve in the coming years… we should be able to produce 10.5-11 
speeds through mowing, rolling and growth regulators… Rob and I have discussed 
measuring the green speeds and posting them in the pro shop Friday-Sunday mornings… 
 
 
Wednesday   November 28, 2012    3:50 PM 
 
It’s been a long cold day, and these guys do this everyday… Sodding picking up steam as 
irrigation guys are finally able to make progress after the rain early in the week… once 
again weather slows us down.. 



Keith lays out the 18th green with all the consistent themes… those old bunkers which 
where covered with grass about 130 yards out, one in the left rough and one in the right 
half of fairway, are being recreated, pushed in and the lay up will now become a more 
challenging shot… the fairway bunker about 190 on the left side will disappear, fairway 
will be pushed to the left making that the lay up/bail out area.. 
8th blue tee is set and long hitters will have to hit a fade again, white pushed left where 
path/hedges were… makes a more straightforward tee shot… right side fairway bunker is 
smaller and squeezed towards fairway.. far lip lowered dramatically, so from 230 on the 
right side you have clear view of green… propeller bunker much more visible, can’t wait 
for sod and sand… big green expansion back right, new bunker right near entrance,  there 
was one there many years ago… other bunkers raised and pushed under green… 9th tee 
down at least 3 feet, transition of green to tee flows, blue tees add a little length, white 
tees roughly same, ladies and seniors pushed forward… all fairway bunkers were 
flattened and now reconstructed, squeezing fairway with bunkers on right and left, taking 
driver out of long hitters hands unless they want to gamble, adding shorter bunker on 
right, fairway pushed left leaving  decent size lay up/bail out area.. stronger players will 
have rescue clubs off of tee… 2 fairway bunkers in front now 1 bunker… large green 
expansion forward, greenside bunkers raised, reshaped and pushed under the greens… I 
wasn’t involved in these conversations today and feel I’m just reporting it and not sensing 
it… I’ll walk it a few more times and get the feel… bringing in bigger irrigation crews to 
try and get back on track… 
 

 
 


